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presented by the speakers that is seen by the amplifier. This can also include any crossovers
and circuits connected to the speakers. When the load decreases, the amplifier's output
increases. There is less resistance to the current, and the speakers can draw more power from
the amp. Drawing more power than the amplifier was designed for will damage the amp. Every
amplifier is designed to handle a certain load. For home amplifiers this number usually starts
with 8 ohms. With car amplifiers it is usually 4 ohms. All amplifiers can handle a higher
resistance load , but they will produce less output. Most quality amplifiers can also handle a
lower resistance. First, make sure that the amplifier you have is bridgeable. If you try to bridge
an amp that is not designed to be bridged, you can damage the amp. The instructions that came
with the amp should describe which terminals to use. If not, look for some indication next to the
speaker terminals on the amp. Sometimes, there will be lines connecting the two terminals you
should use to bridge the amp, as shown on the right. Theoretically, the output should be 4 times
the power of a single channel on the amp. A 50Wx2 amp bridged would act as a Wx1 amp. This
number is usually the same as the combined power of the 2 channels at half the load. Take the
following example of a 2 channel car stereo amplifier:. Unless stated otherwise, this amp would
be unstable below 2 ohms stereo or 4 ohms mono bridged. Attempting to use an amplifier at an
unstable load will damage the amp. Note that some high end car audio vendors intentionally
underrate their amplifiers so that a 50x2 Watt amplifier 4 ohms really does produce x1 4 ohms.
This is done so that car stereo systems using their equipment can enter car audio competitions
in a lower Wattage category, giving them an edge over the competition. Meanwhile, many low
end manufacturers overstate the power of their amplifiers. Wiring speakers in parallel is simple.
Then do the same for the - terminals. An example of this is shown below. For two 4 ohm
speakers, the total impedance would be 2 ohms. To find the total impedance of speakers in
parallel, use the formula below. It is not suggested that you run speakers in series. No two
speakers will be exactly identical, even if they are the same model from the same manufacturer.
This means that they will act slightly different from each other when presented with the same
input signal. When wired in series, these differences will cause distortion in the form of back
EMF. The cone movement for both coils will be identical, and will not cause distortion problems.
This is the formula to calculate the impedance of speakers in series. Both coils have the same
resistance, and both coils MUST be hooked up to the same channel of the same amp. You
cannot run both coils off different channels of the same amp with the same signal, and you
must use both coils. DVC speakers offer a lot of flexibility. Given 2 DVC speakers, there are 4
different wiring methods. These 4 methods are shown below for DVC drivers with 4 ohm coils.
Bi-Amping refers to using different amplifiers or different channels of the same amp for the low
and high frequencies in the same speaker. On a 3-way speaker, usually the mid and tweeter are
driven by one amp, and the woofer is driven by more powerful amp. This allows you to purchase
a high quality low power amp for the highs, and a more powerful amp for the lows. With the
proper pre-amp you can also have more control over the bass output. On a 2-way speaker, the
mid and tweeter are driven by different channels on an amp. This is usually done so that you
can use an active crossover before the amplifier. In DIY audio, bi-amping has even more
advantages. Low pass crossovers for woofers require very large inductors. These inductors are
basically very long coils of copper wire which can have a very high resistance. Using an active
crossover before the amplifier removes the need for these inductors. Bi-amping also removes
the need for any circuits to fix problems caused by different sensitivities or impedances
between drivers. To bi-amp the speaker, remove the metal piece. Then, use the top 2 terminals
for the high frequency amp, and the bottom two terminals for the bass amp. Note: some
professional audio equipment has 4 binding posts on the back. This is for ease of running
multiple speakers in parallel. It is not for bi-amping, and the terminals should not be connected.
There is only a difference of. Usually, 18 gauge wire is sufficient, except for high power
subwoofer applications. Different wires will have different line capacitances, which can cause
the wire to act as a low pass filter. This is one of the selling points of high end cables. You may
be temped to use typical electrical wire instead of speaker wire to save money. The copper in
electrical wire is of less quality than speaker wire, and will be prone to rust. Also, the insulation
isn't of the same quality as speaker wire. These points are especially important when dealing
with car audio. Still, it can be done. It would be best to solder terminals to the ends of the wire
to prevent the rust problem. Use the following table to determine what size power wire you

should use. Use the same thickness for the ground wire. Keep the ground wire length to 1. Any
more could introduce noise in the system. Resize Text: aA aA aA. Let me help you understand
what bridging is, why it matters, and how to bridge your amp. A 4 channel car amplifier bridged
to 2 channels. Bridging is a special feature in car amplifiers which lets you get the maximum
amount of power they can produce by using a built-in channel-sharing design. It means using 2
amplifier channels working together to drive a speaker or a set of speakers with by using the
power that normally is split between 2 separate amplifier channels. For example, I have owned
many car amplifiers and normally used 4 or 5-channel amplifiers. I used 2 channels, in bridged
mode to drive a single subwoofer or a pair of subwoofers in the trunk. This meant having more
power available at my disposal and more flexibility even if I changed my speaker setup later.
Internal view of a car amplifier. The output sections have one channel per pair designed to
provide the bridging option when needed. This is actually a very cool and fascinating subject.
So Assuming the amp is designed to support that much power output So by bridging the
amplifier in this example, we can get close to W â€” yes 4 TIMES â€” the normal available power
when in bridged mode, depending on the connected speaker. Also, note that in this mode each
channel is handling several times the electrical current it had to before. Therefore it will draw
more power from the car battery. This means that in bridge mode the bridge connection is made
so that the amp channels have a difference of the available voltage at each output. This voltage
difference is twice that of one channel alone. Bridgeable amplifiers normally have the terminals
labelled accordingly. In that case, bridging is easy to do as long as you observe speaker
impedance Ohm rating warnings from the manufacturer. The good news is that many car
amplifiers sold today can be bridged. Car and trucks are subject to vibration and lots of
movement, so a poor connection can cause problems over time. Before doing so, verify that
you have met the required minimum impedance speaker load, in Ohms as specified on your
amplifier or its instruction manual. Some do support less or need 4 ohms but for best results
and to make sure you are setting up your system to the best of your requirements it pays to be
sure. As long as you have the correct speaker impedance in use see my additional info below
you should be ready to use your bridged amplifier! Note: it may be necessary to set the built-in
low-pass crossover also, if available. This includes both for normal stereo usage as well as a
rating for bridge mode too. If you cannot find the documentation anywhere a good rule of thumb
for car amplifiers is to use 4 ohms. Click to enlarge or click here to get the Adobe. Close up of a
modern typical car amp with built-in crossover features. This allows high-pass, full-range, or
low-pass use with adjustable sound range controls in this case. For most bridged amp
situations where the amp is connected to a subwoofer or set of subwoofers, this is what I
recommend:. Amplifiers without the feature built in are unfortunately difficult to bridge, but it
can be done. Several solutions exist:. This is normally not used by most people, however, it
does have some benefits as well as drawbacks. Bridging your amp should be a fun, easy, and
enjoyable way to get more power for your money. Make your installation easy â€” check out this
great post with the top recommended amp wiring kits for your money. Questions, comments, or
suggestions? Let me know in the comments below or you can reach me here. What is car amp
bridging? How does an amp make more power when bridged? Connecting to a bridgeable
amplifier â€” how to bridge an amplifier Understanding the minimum speaker load Ohm rating
Bridging examples Amp bridging wiring diagram Setting the crossovers on a bridged amp Can
you bridge an amp without bridging built in? Tri-mode capable amplifiers Summary. Example 1.
With some math, we would find out that our little example amplifier puts out Example 2.
Assuming the amp is designed to support that much power output. You must be sure your
amplifier can handle a bridged connection. Not all amplifiers are designed to do so, and most
home stereo receivers and home theater amplifiers cannot support a bridged connection. Quick
tip: For most systems, if using 2 speakers, connect them in parallel to ensure each receives the
maximum amplifier power vs. Not only will it help you achieve your desired outcomes faster, but
additionally make the whole procedure simpler for everyone. This e-book can prove for being
the perfect instrument for all these who want to create a well-organized and well-planned
working environment. Wiring Diagram comes with numerous easy to adhere to Wiring Diagram
Guidelines. These guidelines will be easy to understand and apply. Wiring Diagram consists of
numerous in depth illustrations that present the relationship of various products. It consists of
guidelines and diagrams for various varieties of wiring methods and other items like lights,
home windows, etc. Each and every one of such ideas are illustrated with sensible examples.
Wiring Diagram not merely provides detailed illustrations of whatever you can perform, but also
the methods you should adhere to while performing so. Additionally, Wiring Diagram provides
you with enough time frame during which the projects are to be finished. You will be able to
know precisely if the tasks ought to be completed, which makes it easier for you to correctly
control your time and effort. Wiring diagram also provides useful recommendations for

assignments that might need some added equipment. This book even includes ideas for extra
provides that you could require to be able to end your tasks. It will be able to provide you with
further equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, etc. Wiring Diagram includes
each illustrations and step-by-step instructions that might enable y
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ou to definitely really develop your venture. Wiring Diagrams are created to be easy to
understand and easy to construct. You are able to locate this guide easy to make use of as well
as extremely inexpensive. With the help of the book, you can very easily do your own wiring
assignments. In addition, this guide offers practical ideas for many various tasks which you will
probably be able to complete. With such an illustrative manual, you will be capable of
troubleshoot, prevent, and complete your assignments with ease. Not only will it help you
accomplish your desired results more quickly,â€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you will
be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments easily. Not only will it assist you
to attain yourâ€¦. With this sort of an illustrative manual, you are going to be capable of
troubleshoot, avoid, and total your assignments without difficulty. Not just will it assistâ€¦.
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